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Abstract: The article systematizes Maria Montessori’s core views on children’s language
acquisition as well as the principles affecting this process; subsequently analyzes the development
principles of the Montessori method as a basis for lesson and teaching tools development for
Vietnamese language education.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Language development is an important aspect of
early childhood development in the first six years of life.
Language contributes crucially to integrating the child
into the community and becoming a member of society.
Many researchers have spent considerable time and
effort observing and finding ways to support the
language development of children of this age, including
Maria Montessori. Montessori not only expresses her
theoretical views but more importantly, she and her
collaborators have created and developed a systematic,
scientific lessons and visual teaching tools to help
children exploit the most of their “golden time” for
language development in general and literacy in
particular. Understanding Maria Montessori’s views will
help us to make appropriate application in the context of
Vietnamese language development at preschool age.
The paper analyzes development principles of the
Montessori method as a basis for the development of lessons
and teaching materials for Vietnamese language education.
2. CONTENT
2.1. Language and the Absorbent Mind
Maria Montessori observes that the minds of children
are like a “sponge”. But unlike a sponge that has dried up
over time, on the contrary, the child’s mind is always
absorbing what he or she is exposed to, which she refers
to as “absorbent mind”. The absorbent mind of children
may perceive everything from the environment without
filtering. In the first 6 years of life, the mind
unconsciously absorbs all the things in a certain period.
This stage is referred by Maria Montessori as the
“senstitive periods”. However, as the absorbent mind has
its limits, she determines that education plays an
important role in re-organizing the environment so that it
is useful for each stage of the child’s development.
Maria Montessori asserts that, “The acquisition and
learning of a child’s language is a very mysterious and
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puzzling task that we have not previously given it a
proper attention ... In this paper, we discuss
‘development’ rather than ‘teaching’, because language
is not something that a mother can teach a child.
Language is natural development, it is natural creativity.
At the same time, language development follows some
fixed rules. Regardless of the living place, the language
spoken, either simple or complex, the stages of language
development are basically the same ... The process of
language learning in children is not a conscious process,
on contrary, it starts and completes in the unconscious
state of the brain. A language may become a part of the
child upon hearing it spoken ... It is a transcendent
mechanism of nature ...” [1; pp. 144]. While observing
the development of a child, she realized that the child
absorbed the whole environment without any effort and
in a totally unconscious way. The mind of the child will
remain unconsciously absorbent and unselective until he
or she is 5-6 years old. The whole mind of the child is
being formed. By living and without any effort or
consciousness, the child absorbs all the small details in
his environment. By that way, the child’s thinking is
gradually formed. Maria Montessori compared the
child’s absorbent mind to a camera, “The images that
will be automatically recorded on films, whether of one
person or 10 people, are recorded in a blink of eye.
Shooting 1000 people makes no difference to one
person” [1; pp. 146].
2.2. Linguistically “sensitive period”
Absorbent mind reveals its power through sensitive
periods. “When a child becomes sensitive to something,
it is as if a light coming from the child is shining on that
without anything else, from which the child’s world is
created” [2; pp. 86], Montessori said. She also observed
several important developmental stages in the early
stages of a child’s life. In this critical period, the child
builds his own mental world, and this development
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usually occurs at specific times. When entering a
sensitive stage of a particular personality aspect of a
child, a child will have a great finite time to acquire a
certain attribute; otherwise, it would be very wasteful if
the child missed this opportunity. Sensitive period is like
a bright light, allowing the child to become skillful in a
certain activity without much effort. Montessori realizes
that the child is forming all of himself, mentally and
physically through the absorbent mind throughout the
sensitive period and exploit everything in this
environment to achieve his purpose. Throughout her
observations, Maria Montessori also recognizes the great
importance of a well-prepared environment in which the
child can build his or her inner world. Thus, she has
attempted to build the “Children’s House” - a special
setting that gives children the freedom to move and
absorb everything they see.
According to Maria Montessori, the period of linguistic
sensitivity may begin as early as from birth, which could be
depicted by the smile of the child. Language is considered
the best effort of the child. In order to get a command of the
language, children need a certain amount of time, which is
the sensitive period for language from 0-6 years old. If the
language concept is not captured during this period, the
child will never be able to learn the language. When the
sensitive period becomes clear, it is important not to miss
learning opportunities. Since birth, the child constantly
absorbs the surrounding sounds. In the beginning stages,
when there is not thought in the child’s mind, those sounds
may cause confusion for the child. The child’s mind is
filled with sounds, which he or she listens to and absorbs.
It is in the linguistic sensitive period where the child’s
internal absorbent mind helps him or her understand these
noises. When the noise is heard, the mouth and tongue
muscles begin to move under the mechanism of speech
sound production. When the child tries to understand the
sound of the language, the mouth muscles will be
rearranged, helping the child emit a lot of babbling.
In the early stages of life, relatives communicate with
children not only in language but also in non-verbal
gestures. The language sounds are fixed in the child’s
subconscious and displayed later. Mother’s body
language and responses to baby’s cry may affect the
child’s language development in later stages. As a result,
negative attitude of language and body can delay
children’s language development process. Since birth,
the cry of children carry different messages to adults,
such as “I am hungry / wet / cold / tired”. At 6 months
old, the child cries and babbles and begins to understand
his babbling such as “ba ba”, “ma ma”... At around 1 year
of age, the child began to possess the very first words.
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Children begin to recognize things and name everything.
Through repetitive language, the child becomes his or
her own teacher. At the end of the first year of life, the
child realizes that language aims to convey
communication meaning in human life. Children quickly
recognize the process and meaning of language. At the
end of the first year, the child goes from unconsciously
language learning to learning with consciousness. In the
Montessori classroom, Maria Montessori calls the stage
when the child begins to consciously use the words as
“the second linguistically sensitive period”. “Two years
of age acts as a new boundary of human psychology” she
said. “The age of two marks the start for a period of
language organization. In this period, language
continues to grow, but the development progress, rather
than a kind of explosion as before, has adopted a new,
natural way ... We must pay attention to both directions
of normal development that shares a close relationship:
One is the unconscious activities in the process of
language learning, and the other is the mechanism of
consciousness behind it” [1; pp. 149].
2.3. Skill-based and integrated language development
to other factors
Montessori recognizes the importance of the
prepared environment and the relationship with the
intellectual permeability so in the Montessori classroom,
there are four linguistic aspects involved: listening,
speaking, reading and writing.
She created linguistics-related learning tools. She
said that the best time to learn to write is from 3.5 to 4.5
years of age. The integration of language development
activities (listening, speaking, reading, writing) in the
areas of the Montessori method is illustrated as follows:
- The indicators of language development activity in
the Practical life corner
Activities in the Practical life corner indirectly prepare
children to learn to write. The activities to pour and move
objects teach children how to hold pencils and prepare
them to learn to write later. Practical life corner helps
children flex small muscles, creating maturity in fine
motor activities supporting writing practice in later stages.
Children also learn vocabulary through
communication in preschool. Communication is the key
to building a child’s intelligence, which leads to
perfection in the child’s speech. Real life practice
exercises are taught with refined, precise, concise,
simple, easy-to-understand words. The instructor speaks
clearly, slowly, and can demonstrate the activity in
silence or while observing the child. (For example, on
pouring seeds into the funnel, children have the
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opportunity to use the senses of sight and hearing).
Intelligence, concentration, coordination and good motor
skills are being developed. Children are “refining” their
feelings and emotions. The child is developing a part of
his perception of small things. All these skills are
essential for learning to write as well as developing
hearing and language development in children.
Montessori exercises and treatments are designed to
modify spoken language; however, she asserted that “My
teaching system also covers this aspect - that is,
children’s hand make the direct preparation for writing.
For verbal words, psychological - motional impulses
have been connected with the ready-made motion
direction leading to the later outbreak of the writing
behavior” [3; pp. 319].
- Integration of language development activities to
the Sensorial corner:
Between the ages of 2.5 and 3 years, children begin
to take interested in sensory materials. Indirectly, sensory
activities relate to the development of writing skills and
further to children’s language skills. The shapes of the
sandpaper letters and the feeling of sandpaper cultivate
the child’s perception of the shapes of the letters. In this
activity, touching the sandpaper letter is of primary
importance to support the child’s learning. The learning
of different sensory shapes and the recognition of these
shapes help develop the child’s ability to write, and
continue to develop his reading skill. A child always
seeks to express his/her thoughts and cultivates his or her
sensitive stage. Sensational activities as well as
language-related materials will develop and refine the
child’s speech, language, and reading. Repetition of
Exercises and Three-Step Lessons reinforces the child’s
understanding of concepts of reasoning, writing, and
reading. Up to three, four-year-old, the child has already
possessed the flexibility in using his vocabulary.
Children have made effort to use singular, unstructured
words. It is a sudden change when a child begins to see
the meaning of his or her words and begins to make the
sentence structured. At age four, the child will relate his
or her speech to the written language.
In the Sensorial corner of the classroom, an example
of materials used for training and accomplishing the sense
of hearing is: Bell and Sound Box. Both of these were
done in silence with different levels of sound volume.
Silence games help the child adjust his listening
sensation. “Thus, in this particular phase, through the
intervention and control of the external stimuli of the
child, we can promote the development of their senses,”
Montessori said. This principle is similar to teaching
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children to speak when their language is yet fully
developed” [3; pp. 182].
Lessons learned in the classroom are mostly done in
silence. This allows the child to control his thoughts and
his concentration. Maria Montessori said: “... the
language will gradually improve, the hearing will
“catch” each voice to put together a better word, the
psychological - motional impulses will also adjust the
sound emitted more appropriately” [3; pp. 316].
- Language corner:
Maria Montessori also says, “Writing involves many
difficult and complex problems, and we can isolate these
problems and gradually overcome them through various
forms of exercise at different stages for different age
groups. The two different training components are:
1) Drawing helps the hand gain the control of the writing
tool; 2) Descriptive letters can establish visual and
motional memory for the letter” [3; pp. 267]. Montessori
invented materials such as metal frames and sandpaper.
Metal frames help children develop their skills and
knowledge of linear drawing and keep them within the
boundaries of the metal frame. With a crayon the child
chooses, the child will fill in the numbers the child has
drawn. These exercises indirectly lead children to the
visualization of letters and numbers. In addition, children
learn to accomplish the fine control of the pen. The cards
on which the single letters in the alphabet are attached to
the sandpaper, and the larger cards with groups of the
same alphabet, help to develop the reading and writing
skills. They help to develop the child’s pronunciation of
letters and sounds. The reading and writing exercises
begin with the vowels and then introduce some
consonants, creating a sound when these letters are
linked together. The child learns to combine sounds
when the letters are tied together through repetition of
sound during or after the lesson. The three-step lesson is
a teaching technique in the Montessori method. Step 1:
Helping the child form the connection between the
senses and the names, with the clear statement “This is
A”. Step 2: Recognizing the corresponding names, with
the question: Can I just touch / get A? Or “Where is A?”.
Step 3: Memorising the names corresponding to the item
/ teaching, with the question: “What is this?”.
Montessori witnessed a sensational boom with letters
of a child at the San Lorenzo Childhood Home when she
was given a piece of chalk. People asked the children to
paint the chimney of the house on the sidewalk. After the
child completed the task, Maria Montessori
complimented him. He said excitedly “I write, I write”,
and began to write “mano” on the brick. Later, he wrote
“camino” (chimney) and “tetto” (roof). “I write this, I
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know how to write,” he exclaimed. This is the first time
a child has handled any writing tool and the first time he
or she has written.
In the classroom of Maria Montessori, children are
encouraged to learn to color, draw and make the name
tags for the child to copy. Writing on sand trays helps
children experiment with different shapes, additional
lines and curves. These shapes are the basis for the
formation of letters and numbers.
The book corner in early childhood classes is
essential to refining the child’s reading skill and further
language skills of pronunciation and grammar. Teachers
also play an important role in reading to children.
Linguistic expression and attitude of the teacher when
reading will impress children. Children always have the
tendency to copy, so negative attitudes and language may
interfere with the child’s progress in reading. Reading is
a fun and exciting activity. Reading time should be
encouraged, first the teacher starts the story with one
sentence, and the child then continues the story with his
own sentence. This can be a group activity where all
children continue the story with their own sentences.
These activities develop children’s ability to create and
use their own language.
- Integration of language development in Math corner:
Mathematical exercises introduce to children new
vocabulary. They are taught the concepts of numbers and
the vocabulary associated with each number. For
example, in the number sticks game, the child continues
to develop language as well as perception and knowledge
of numbers.
- Integration of language development in Culture,
Geography and History corner:
Cultural activities introduce new language items,
such as words like ‘land’, ‘water’ and ‘globe’. Different
cultural activities introduce children to different
languages in the world. Teachers can introduce such
words through cooking lessons or similar activities
involving different cultures.
Teachers need to ensure that the environment is well
prepared to provide the child with the best chance to learn
the language. Teachers should closely observe the child
and introduce appropriate materials to the child so that
the child becomes ready for each stage.
Thus, it can be seen that Montessori has seen the
integrated principles in language development and this
viewpoint can possible be implemented in Vietnamese
preschool education today.
2.4. List of Vietnamese lessons using Montessori methods
2.4.1. Characteristics of Vietnamese language
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As the Montessori language lessons and teaching
materials always guarantee the principle of teaching
language from the principle of combination: object sound - character, when teaching Vietnamese language
with the method of Montessori, this rule must be
observed. Accordingly, the application of Vietnamese
research findings to the development of Montessorioriented Vietnamese language lessons is compulsory.
The essence of applying Montessori method to teaching
Vietnamese is to teach the language (including reading
and writing) according to the phonetic principle.
Therefore, the pronunciation of letters is taught, rather
than shape signs of letters such as “o” is round like a
chicken egg, “ô” wears a hat, and “ơ” grows beard”.
Teaching the sound mean teaching starts from the
auditory canal while teaching the letter bases on the visual
channel. These two channels do not contradict each other,
but use different approaches to learning to read and write.
Similarly, Vietnamese has 29 letters, but there are 53
sounds (22 initial consonants, 14 main vowels, 1 middle
sound, 10 final consonants and 6 tones - the ultrasonic
sound). There are various forms of writing (visual signs)
associated with different spelling rules.
In order to develop the Montessori-oriented
Vietnamese language lessons and teaching materials, it
is extremely necessary to create the list of sounds and
sand letters, therefore creating buckets of sounds and
letter cards for combining rhymes and reading
syllables/words. In order to solve this problem, we look
into the formation of Vietnamese phonetics as below:
Tones
Consonant

Middle
sound

Rhymes
Main
vowel

Final
consonant

This is also the table that creates the phonetic
transcription rule, then the syllable/word of Vietnamese
language, which is the basis of learning to read as well as
the spelling rules of this language.
On the other hand, Vietnamese is an isolating language.
Its isolation is expressed in terms of phonetics, vocabulary,
and grammar. Thus, Vietnamese language does not consist
of morphological forms of words, just lexical categories.
Given that Vietnamese syllables are closely structured,
closed and mostly meaningful, Vietnamese words are
mostly single and phonetically fixed words in different
grammatical relations; Vietnamese utterances use function
words to express grammatical meanings, the development
of lessons and teaching tools need adjusting accordingly
and is somewhat different from the Montessori teaching
tools for English language.
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2.4.2. Principles of building Vietnamese language
lessons based on Montessori perspective
- Multi-sensory principle: Language is an abstract
signal system, using sound or scripting images that
represent objects and phenomena in the objective world
as well as the emotional attitude of human. Therefore, it
is important to ensure the cognitive rules in general and
cognitive rules of preschool children in particular, from
visual intuition to abstract thinking.
The multi-sensory principle can be understood that
the reference object for the sound of language or script
must be a true, vivid and sentient object with as many
senses as possible.
The multi-sensory principle is also expressed through
the fact that the symbols of sound or script have two sides:
physical appearance and meaning. While the meaning
can be visualized by referring to real things, the physical
side of the signal must also be perceived by the senses in
the fullest extent. For example, the sound of language
needs to be fully realized by auditory channel, from
intonation, rhythm, speed, voice intensity of the words of
the sentence, the tone of the syllable and especially, at the
most sophisticated level, are the phonemes from which to
form the basis of phonological and phonological
perception in children, as a prerequisite for children’s
later reading and writing process. In terms of letters, it
may be possible for the child not only to sense with sight
but also touch, by the movement of the minor muscles
while the hands move around the sand letters.
In order to sense the sound of Vietnamese language,
this lesson system must be developed based on phonetic
characteristics and syllable structures of Vietnamese
language.
A.
I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
II.
1.
2.
III.
1.
1.1.

- Sequence principle: object - sound - symbol
(character): This sequence principle reflects and
effectively implements the multi-sensory principle. The
whole set of exercises will follow the sequence from the
overall Vietnamese spoken language system to the
detailed parts of the Vietnamese language: speech vocabulary, grammar, syllables, phonemes, etc. as well
as language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing.
Sequential principle also demonstrates the
development from spoken to written language, from
listening - speaking skills to early literacy in early
childhood and early elementary school.
- The focus integration principle: Language is a
communication tool, thus language exists in every
activity and field. Therefore, any area of Montessori can
also integrate children’s language competence
development. However, the language corner still needs
to exist independently with the focus of supporting
children with literacy skills in the future. To write
effectively, vocabulary and grammar are not sufficient as
the foundation of literacy is phonetic acquisition and the
ability to think in a logical way (linguistic coherence).
Thus, the Montessori language corner has the presence
of the sound - the sand letters, the sound buckets (the
buckets of things containing the phoneme). Books and
stories also appears in this corner to assist children in
accessing publications, forming a lifelong rapport to
books, developing reading culture and develop linguistic
coherence.
2.4.3. List of Vietnamese language lessons
Based on the abovementioned principles, the
research briefly presents list of Vietnamese language
lessons as below:

SPOKEN LANGUAGE - for 2-6 years of age
ENRICHING VOCABULARY
Etiquete
Weekly sing-along songs (accompanied with CDs with illustrations and flash cards)
Poem cards: small poems to cite / Singing rhymes
Rhythm cards / Tongue-twisters / word connecting game
Direction game: Objects in the environment
Sensory vocabulary: attributes
Categorised pictures and cards without label
EXPERIENCING SPOKEN LANGUAGE
Spontaneous conversation in circle and in class
Daily interaction with pictures/objects: Practice
PLAYING WITH SOUNDS - Corresponding signs
Syllable game
Clapping along the syllable
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1.2.
1.3.
2.
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
2.5.
3.

3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

4.

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.1.
11.2.
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Finding number of buttons equal to the syllable number
How many syllables are there in your name?
Rhyme game
Reading traditional poems with rhyme
Reversed saying
Reduplication with similar rhymes
Reduplication with the same rhymes
Odd one out: finding the word with different rhymes
Playing with phonemes: Sounds and sand letters (2.5 years of age)
Monothongs - corresponding Vietnamese letters
a. Introduction to monothongs
b. Hopping to monothongs
c. Memory game
- Pronouncing the sound and drawing along the letters (3-6 letters).
- Finding and selecting the sand letter
Dipthongs (sounds from two letters combined) - combination of Vietnamese letters
a. Introduction to dipthongs
b. Hopping to dipthongs
c. Memory game
Pronouncing the sound and drawing along the letters (3-6 letters)
Finding and selecting the sand letters
Tones
- Introduction to tones (with sand cards)
- The roll of tones
- Traditional game: Kim kỉm kìm kim...
- Reduplication with similar tone
Sand letters and bucket of sounds
Monothong bucket
Dipthong bucket
Tones bucket
WRITING - 2,5-6 years of age (using the draft alphabet)
Sand tray
Drawing the letters in the air
Sanding the letters
Hopping on a letter
Metal frame: straight and curved lines (for 3,5 years of age)
Drawing the alphabet
Capital letters
Chalk board to write
Drawing letters according to objects - letter cards
Drawing on flashcards of objects and letters
Coloring names
Sentence cards with illustrations
Coloring the sentences and drawing the illustrations
Making sentences and illustrations based on the provided example
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12.
C.
I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
II.
1.
2.
3.
III.
1.
2.
3.
4.
IV.
1.
2.
2.1.
2.2.
3.
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Writing a diary
READING - 3,5-6 years of age
READING LETTERS
Introduction to separated and portable Vietnamese letter box
Lower case letters
Introduction: matching capital letters with lower case letters
Interacting with lower case letter box
Creating words on syllable/word (single word) mat with object drawers - word cards
Practice reading letters
READING RHYTHMS
Reading rhythms without middle sounds (simple rhythm)
Reading rhythms with middle sounds (complicated rhythms)
Game: finding the words with same rhythms (playing with word cards - illustrations)
READING SYLLABLES / WORDS
Pronouncing simple syllables (without middle sound)
Pronouncing complicated syllables (with middle sound)
Singular word tree
Syllable/Word Snake game
READING SENTENCES
Cards for commands
Cards with illustrations
Making sentences on Mat with lower case letter box
Reading sentences
First reading booklets

3. CONCLUSION
Language is human’s fundamental means of
communication and basic structure of thought. It allows
children to integrate into the society and deal with
abstract concepts. The child’s absorbent mind is
“instrumental” in learning language. If a child miss the
sensitive period, his “window of opportunity” in learning
languages, the opportunity will be gone forever. Whereas
in case of English language, a set of lessons has been set
up in terms of spoken and written language, Vietnamese
language does not have any system of lessons that is
developed according to the symbolic principles of object
- sound - character. Therefore, the research focuses on
building a systematic lessons for teaching Vietnamese
language under the approach of Montessori method to
help children develop language in their absorbent and
sensitive stage.
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